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ing both English and French, I thought this might
have been hindering his progress. I discovered however that there was nothing lacking in his comprehension of the world or
how to have it suit his needs.
His one word was "Money". He used it to name everyone. Although
one might think this would cause great confusion, it was actually very ingenious. ln a roomful of people for instance, he only had to utter "Money"
to get everyone's attention. They invariably turned as one, asking how
they might be of help. Talk about crowd controll
When my son chose to communicate, he would use a variety of guttural sounds. And at other times, he conveyed his intent silently. He managed to train us quite well. After all, how can you possibly misunderstand
a child who snuggles next to you and drops a picture book into your lap?
Longing for the day when we could have an actual conversation, I
decided to take action. One morning as he grunted for his cup of milk,
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by Pascale Duguay

I poured him a generous amount. But instead of handing it over, I
smiled, showed him the cup and said, "Milk". He paused, looked at
me and... grunted. I calmly repeated my sound for the word milk. He
frowned and grumbled again. Each time I repeated myself his frowns
and rumblings deepened.
Finally, realizing I had no intention of relenting, he chose to humor me
and say the magic word. I broke into an even bigger smile and happily
gave him the cup. From then on, we continued the process until he had
a whole array of new words.
Now eighteen, he is an avid reader who enjoys writing poetry sharing
unusual trivia, and discussing more weighty matters. With his everexpanding bilingual vocabulary, he can converse eloquently with his
parents in either language. That, or simply remind them with a polite
ahem when he comes down from school, that they are running low
on milk!" @
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lnviting our parent readers to take a moment to complete the
s-Minute SURVEY at zamoofmag.com / ABOUT z/ We welcome all of your
comments and suggestions at: thinker@zamoofmag.com

